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Imtiaz Dharker's Luck Is The Hook is a powerful and thought-provoking collection
of poems that immerses readers into a world of longing, love, and the
complexities of human existence. Dharker's ability to capture the essence of
emotions and experiences makes her work relatable and engrossing, and it is no
wonder that she has garnered critical acclaim and a loyal following of readers.
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The Poetry of Imtiaz Dharker

Imtiaz Dharker is a poet, artist, and documentary filmmaker who was born in
Lahore, Pakistan, and raised in Glasgow, Scotland. Her diverse background
influences her poetry, infusing it with rich layers of culture and personal
experiences. Luck Is The Hook is a testament to Dharker's ability to connect with
her readers on a deep and profound level.
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The collection explores themes of identity, love, and the complex nature of human
relationships. From the tender exploration of familial bonds to the intense
emotions that come with romantic love, Dharker's poems paint a vivid picture of
the human experience. Her words have a raw honesty to them, and they resonate
with readers long after the book is closed.

The Power of Luck

The title of the collection, Luck Is The Hook, encapsulates the central theme that
runs through Dharker's poems. She explores the role of luck in shaping our lives,
both as a force that can bring unexpected joy or profound sorrow. Her words
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remind us of the fragility of existence and how life can change in an instant due to
circumstances beyond our control.

Dharker's poems delve into the idea that luck can be both a blessing and a curse.
She acknowledges the unpredictable nature of luck but also emphasizes the
power we all possess to shape our own destinies. Through her evocative
language and vivid imagery, she invites readers to reflect on the role of luck in
their own lives and the choices they make.

Longing and Love

Another prevalent theme in Luck Is The Hook is longing and love. Dharker
beautifully captures the complexity of these emotions and their ability to both
uplift and haunt us. Her poems are a delicate balance between vulnerability and
strength, exposing the raw truth of human connections.

Whether exploring the longing for a lost love or the yearning for connection,
Dharker's words evoke a deep sense of empathy and understanding. Her ability
to depict the intricacies of love and longing with such precision makes her work
highly relatable to anyone who has experienced the joys and pains of human
relationships.

The Impact of Imtiaz Dharker's Poetry

Imtiaz Dharker's poetry has a profound impact on readers, leaving them with a
sense of introspection and a newfound appreciation for the beauty and
complexity of life. Her words have the power to transport readers to different
worlds, allowing them to see and feel things from a fresh perspective.

Through her mastery of language and her ability to evoke strong emotions,
Dharker creates a sense of intimacy between herself and her readers. Her poems



become a mirror through which readers can reflect on their own experiences,
sparking a deep sense of connection and understanding.

In the age of digital distractions, Dharker's poetry serves as a reminder of the
power of words to move and inspire. Luck Is The Hook is a testament to the
enduring relevance of poetry in the modern world and the profound impact it can
have on individuals and society as a whole.

Imtiaz Dharker's Luck Is The Hook is a captivating collection of poetry that
explores the themes of luck, longing, and love. Her ability to connect with readers
through her evocative language and relatable themes makes her work an
incredible literary experience. Dharker's words have the power to move and
inspire, reminding us of the beauty and complexity of the human experience.
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Imtiaz Dharker grew up a Muslim Calvinist in a Lahori household in Glasgow, was
adopted by India and married into Wales. Her main themes are drawn from a life
of transitions: childhood, exile, journeying, home, displacement, religious strife
and terror, and latterly, grief. She is also an accomplished artist, and all her
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collections are illustrated with her drawings, which form an integral part of her
books.

Luck Is the Hook is her sixth book from Bloodaxe. In these poems, chance plays
a part in finding or losing people and places that are loved: a change in the
weather, a trick of language, a bomb that misses its mark, six pomegranate seeds
eaten by mistake; all these events cast long shadows and raise questions about
who is recording them, about believing, not believing, wanting to believe.

A knot undone at Loch Lomond snags over Glasgow, a seal swims in the Clyde, a
ghost stalks her quarry at a stepped well, an elephant and a cathedral come face
to face on the frozen Thames, a return ticket is thrown into the tide of Humber,
strangers wash in. Even in an uncertain world, love tangles with luck, flights show
up on the radar and technology keeps track of desire.

Imtiaz Dharker was awarded the Queen's Gold Medal for Poetry 2014 for Over
the Moon and for her services to poetry.
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